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N
anostructured organic�inorganic
hybrid materials may be formed
via self-assembly of organic and

inorganic components.1,2 Surfactant-
coated gold nanoparticles (colloidal gold) in
particular3�5 have attracted significant atten-
tion in the past decades, and their unique
optical and electronic properties have led to
technology applications. For example, gold
nanoparticles can be used to transfer optical
signals in plasmonic devices6 and to congre-
gate receptor molecules in the liquid-phase
sensing7 used in home pregnancy tests.8 Cur-
rent research focuses on emerging applica-
tions in nanoelectronics9,10 andmedicine.11�15

Gold nanoparticles may find use as func-
tional components in printed electronics16

via the integration of synthesized gold na-
nostructures into lithographically produced
structures.17 In medical diagnostics, the
molecular recognition properties of low-
diameter gold nanoparticle surfaces make
gold particles useful platforms for analyte�
receptor interactions,18,19 while gold parti-
cles may also be used for drug delivery
applications with (surfactant-controllable)
size, surface charge, and shape being the
chief parameters for controlling the biologi-
cal response to medicinal gold complexes.20

Gold nanoparticles also have numerous cur-
rent and future applications in, for example,
trace analyte detection for security,21 as well
as advanced elements for optoelectronics22

and information storage devices.23 A key ele-
ment in the rational design of gold nanopar-
ticles is the role of ligand conformation and
adsorptiononto the inorganic surface in order
to influence particle growth and assembly.
More generally, a molecular-level control of
the organic�inorganic interface is required

for any application that couples organic ma-
terial with metal or semiconductor substrates
for integrated bionanoelectronics.24�26

Linear thioether ligands have recently
been shown to direct the synthesis and
interlinking of gold nanoparticles in dichlor-
omethane solvents.27�30 Gold particles
have also been very recently synthesized
in the presence of dendritic thioether
ligands.31 The nanoparticles were formed in
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ABSTRACT The formation of true single-
molecule complexes between organic ligands
and nanoparticles is challenging and requires
careful design of molecules with size, shape,
and chemical properties tailored for the specific
nanoparticle. Here we use computer simulations
to describe the atomic-scale structure, dynamics, and energetics of ligand-mediated synthesis and
interlinking of 1 nm gold clusters. The models help explain recent experimental results and provide
insight into how multidentate thioether dendrimers can be employed for synthesis of true single-
ligand�nanoparticle complexes and also nanoparticle�molecule�nanoparticle “dumbbell” nano-
structures. Electronic structure calculations reveal the individually weak thioether�gold bonds
(325( 36meV), which act collectively through themultivalent (multisite) anchoring to stabilize the
ligand�nanoparticle complex (∼7 eV total binding energy) and offset the conformational and
solvation penalties involved in this “wrapping” process. Molecular dynamics simulations show that
the dendrimer is sufficiently flexible to tolerate the strained conformations and desolvation penalties
involved in fully wrapping the particle, quantifying the subtle balance between covalent anchoring
and noncovalent wrapping in the assembly of ligand�nanoparticle complexes. The computed
preference for binding of a single dendrimer to the cluster reveals the prohibitively high dendrimer
desolvation barrier (1.5( 0.5 eV) to form the alternative double-dendrimer structure. Finally, the
models show formation of an additional electron transfer channel between nitrogen and gold for
ligands with a central pyridine unit, which gives a stiff binding orientation and explains the recently
measured larger interparticle distances for particles synthesized and interlinked using linear ligands
with a central pyridine rather than a benzene moiety. The findings stress the importance of
organic�inorganic interactions, the control of which is central to the rational engineering and
eventual large-scale production of functional building blocks for nano(bio)electronics.

KEYWORDS: nanoelectronics . organic�inorganic interfaces . multivalent
interactions . molecular dynamics simulations . electronic structure calculations
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the presence of the dendrimer following a protocol
developed by Brust as described in ref 31 with 1H NMR
showing that the particles are solely stabilized by the
dendrimer. The phase transfer agent used during the
synthesis of the particles was successfully removed by a
repeated precipitation and centrifugation protocol, and
even the excess of the dendritic ligand was removed by
size exclusion chromatography.31 Understanding and ulti-
mately harnessing the driving forces underlying this
ligand-mediated gold nanoparticle synthesis require de-
tailed nanoscale experiments and simulations, and so the
focus of the presentwork is on complementing the exper-
imental synthesis and microscopy characterization,27�31

using atomic-resolution computer simulations. We focus
on the more promising dendritic thioether ligands, which
potentially allow very precise control of both covalent and
noncovalent ligand stabilization effects in nanoparticle
synthesis. The simulations in the present work allow
quantification of the forces underlying the assembly of
dendrimer�nanoparticle complexes, namely, themultiple
(individuallyweak, reversible) binding interactions that act
collectively to give tightly woven self-correcting and
self-healing assemblies. By clarifying the atom-scale struc-
ture, dynamics, and energetics of complexation, the
model may be useful as a computer-aided design tool
for the (eventual) generation of libraries of molecular
“wrappers” for efficient synthesis of a wide range of
building blocks tailored for specific nanoelectronic device
applications.
The role of the adsorbed organic molecule in direct-

ing the formation of the observed narrow size distribu-
tion of ∼1 nm diameter gold nanoparticles27�31 is
explored via a combination of first-principles electronic
structure calculations and atomic-resolution molecular
dynamics simulations. We use the simulations to
address three important questions concerning the
synthesis (Figure 1): (1) How stable is a fully bound
dendrimer configuration on the nanoparticle surface?
Recent experiments show unchanging particle size
distributions for the first- and second-generation
dendrimers31 and so suggest that the dendrimers
can fully “wrap” the particle. (2) We use the model to
measure the binding and dynamics of dendrimers with
different central units on the nanoparticle surface.
Experiments show a significant difference in interpar-
ticle distances for linear ligands with benzene and
pyridine central units.29,30 (3) We measure the relative
stabilities of single-dendrimer and double-dendrimer
complexes on the nanoparticle. Very recent experi-
ments show predominantly 1:1 dendrimer to particle
ratios for the second-generation dendrimer.31 This
suggests the formation of only a very low population
of interlinked superstructures containing three or more
nanoparticles, once these dendrimers31 are monofunc-
tionalized and the particles formed in their presence are
interlinked using acetylene chemistry.29,30 Such discrete,
regularly sized “dumbbells” may provide a means of

cleanly bridging lithographically defined nanogaps and
controlling the electron transport properties of the
junction.32 The computer model confirms and extends
the major features observed in the experimental synth-
esis and characterization of gold nanoparticles stabilized
by multidentate thioether ligands, by showing how the
organic template structure directs three crucial factors:
the individual nanoparticle size distributions, the inter-
particle distances, and, we predict, the extent of particle
interlinking. This new atom-scale detail may inform the
synthesis of hybrid organic�inorganic materials with
nanostructures and physicochemical properties tailored
for specific device applications.33,34

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first describe the electronic structure calculations
of thioether�gold bond formation and then present
the larger scale molecular dynamics simulations of the
room-temperaturedichloromethane-solvateddendrimer�
nanoparticle complexes. The simulation results are used

Figure 1. Sketch of the ligand-mediated nanoparticle
synthesis, showing the key components and structural
features. (a) Double-ligand�particle complex formed using
linear ligands.29,30 The ligand�particle binding angle is
defined by three atoms as shown: the gold atom between
the two gold atoms that bind the central unit sulfurs, and
two ligand ring atoms, the carbon of site “A” in benzene
(nitrogen in pyridine) and the carbon para to A. The multi-
particle chain formed via acetylene fusing is also shown,
with the interparticle distance marked, which depends on
both the length of the linker and the binding angle. (b)
Single-ligand�particle complex formed using the second-
generation dendrimer.31
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to rationalize the experimental observations,28�31 and
the combined simulation/experimental data are dis-
cussed in relation to the state of the art in hybrid
organic�inorganic materials design and synthesis for
nanoelectronics, with reference also to more general
multivalent ligand�surface interactions35,36 relevant
for nanofabrication,37 molecular diagnostics,38 and
molecular assembly.39

Computed Thioether�Gold Bond Strengths. Panels a and
b of Figure 2 show the chemical structure and molec-
ular model of the multidentate thioether dendrimer
used in the present study. Thismodel was derived from
the chemical structure used in recent work31 including
(1) the alternative pyridine central unit as yet only
synthesized for the linear ligands29,30 and (2) the acet-
ylene headgroup required for chemical interlinking29,30

of the formed dendrimer�particle complexes.31 Both of
these variants are targets of current experiments and
allow us to make predictions using the model, while
providing insight into some of the recent experimental
data.27�31 Figure 2c shows thenanoparticle shapesused
to model the synthesized 1.2 ( 0.4 nm diameter gold
nanoparticles,31 which are represented in the present
study by the near-isoenergetic cuboctahedral and ico-
sahedral 55-atom gold (Au55) clusters,

40,41 which have
calculated diameters of 1.2 ( 0.1 nm. The surface of
cuboctahedral Au55 is composedof eight corner-sharing
triangles (111) and six squares (110), while icosahedral
Au55 has 20 equivalent triangular fcc(111)-like faces.
Figure 3 summarizes the electronic structure models
used to describe bond formation between the thioether

groups and the gold nanoparticle surface. Given the
local nature of the thioether�gold bonding and the
computational effort required to compute full ligand�
Au55 complexes,40�42 we use smaller Au20 and Au13
clusters to perform a series of adsorption calculations
with different representative dendrimer building blocks
and particle (111) and (110) faces to estimate the
dendrimer�particle bonding energy per thioether
group. As shown by the computed electronic binding
energies given in Figure 3, the thioether groups make
weak bonds to gold, with an average bond strength of
just 325( 36 meV averaged over the three representa-
tive structures. The similarity in the computed bond
strengths indicates only aminor dependenceon the fine
details of the dendrimer model (size of the representa-
tive fragment used for the electronic structure calcula-
tion, choice of benzene or pyridine central unit) and the
nanoparticle surface geometry ((111) or (110) faces,
geometry of the Au�S bonds). The adsorption energy
is subchemisorption at approximately 0.3 eV. By com-
parison, methylthiomethane has a binding energy to
gold of approximately 0.5 eV.43

The computed thioether bond strength is substan-
tially weaker than a 1.7 eV alkanethiol�gold bond,44

which has two important consequences for the
dendrimer-mediated gold nanoparticle synthesis. First,
there is scope for self-correction in the dendrimer�
gold complexation with the thioether sulfurs able to
distribute themselves on the surface via quasi-
reversible S�Au bonds so as to obtain favorable

Figure 2. (a) Chemical structure of the multidentate
thioether dendrimer,31 with positions of the two core, six
branch, and 12 terminal sulfurs marked. Simulations were
also performed using dendrimers with the benzene central
unit replaced by a pyridine unit,30 where “A”marks the site
of the C�HfN substitution. (b) Dendrimer molecular mod-
el, where carbons are colored gray, hydrogen atoms are
white, sulfurs are brown, and silicon of the TIPS headgroup
is colored blue. This (not yet synthesized) monofunctiona-
lized dendrimer is derived by merging the branch and
terminal part of the second-generation dendrimer31

(panel a) with the core (central unit) of an acetylene-mono-
functionalized linear ligand.29,30 (c) Cuboctahedral and the
icosahedral Au55 clusters (1.2 ( 0.1 nm diameter) used to
model the synthesized gold nanoparticles (1.2 ( 0.4 nm
diameter31).

Figure 3. Complexes used to calculate the thioether�gold
bond strength. (a) Td tetrahedral Au20 cluster, with four 10-
atom triangular faces exhibiting face-centered cubic (fcc)
packing. (b and c) Ih icosahedral Au13 cluster, which contains
20 three-atom triangles. The same atom representation is
used as in Figure 2b. Representative fragments of the
dendrimer thioether anchor groups were used as shown:
benzyl thioether (panel a) and extended benzene-core
(panel b) and pyridine-core (panel c) dithioether moieties.
Calculated S�Au bond lengths and molecule binding en-
ergies are given.
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dendrimer conformations. These dendrimer rearrange-
ments on the surface may be accompanied by Au
surface diffusion or place-exchange “hopping”,45

which has a very low barrier (<1 eV),46 that may be
further lowered by thioether adsorption. Identification
of any consequent dendrimer-directed nanoparticle
distortions, defects, or gold adlayer formation47 would
require very high-resolution imaging and/or signifi-
cantly larger electronic structure calculations, beyond
the scope of the present study.

The second important consequence of the computed
weak individual thioether�gold bond strengths is that
formation of multiple bonds between the nanoparticle
and the multivalent dendrimer, in this case a multiden-
tate thioether dendrimer with 20 sulfur anchor groups,
will drive the adsorption energy of the complex as a
whole toward a more strongly bound, effectively chemi-
sorbed state. Taking the estimate of 325 meV per
thioether�gold bond, one fully bound dendrimer or
multiple partially bound dendrimers, e.g., two half-bound
dendrimers, will provide an effective bond strength of
7 eV, the equivalent of four Au�alkanethiol chemical
bonds. The payoff between favorablemultivalent attach-
ment and unfavorable dendrimer wrapping penalties
(conformational strain plus desolvation costs) may then
be used to identify thermodynamically favorable binding
modes48 for the dendrimer�nanoparticle complexes, as
described below. The high effective concentration49,50 of
unbound thioether anchor groups close to the nanopar-
ticle surface will drive the complex toward also a kineti-

cally stable multivalently bound assembly of the
(individually weak) thioether�gold bonds.

Finally, it is important to note that the electronic
ligand�particle binding calculations were performed
for small benzene/pyridine thioether molecules ad-
sorbed on gold clusters under vacuum at 0 K, which
serves as a first approximation to the experimental
dichloromethane-solvated dendrimer�nanoparticle
structures synthesized in the room-temperature ex-
periments (and modeled explicitly in the present work
using classical molecular dynamics). As discussed be-
low, a complex balance of ligand-surface chemical
bonding and van der Waals's interactions directs the
assembly of the dendrimer-wrapped nanoparticle, and
both types of interaction depend on the topography of
the nanoparticle surface. Therefore, we extract the
estimated bond strength of 325 ( 36 meV over three
representative structures; experimentally, we may
expect also some complexation geometries with
thioether�gold bond strengths outside this range
due to, for example, gold surface defects/adatoms
and solvent-mediated dendrimer�gold interactions.
More details on Au�S bonding calculations, including
long-range effects, thermal effects, and a survey of
bond strengths as a function of Au coordination in the
cluster and sulfur coordination in the molecule, are
given in Supporting Information section S1.

Computed Dendrimer�Nanoparticle Net Complexation En-
ergies. Figure 4 shows one representative complex
used to describe the structure, dynamics, and energetics
of the dendrimer�nanoparticle assembly in dichloro-
methane. Thirty-six dendrimer-coatedgoldnanoparticle
models (listed in Table 1) were used to determine the
stabilities of 1:1 and 2:1 dendrimer�nanoparticle com-
plexes. Their relative stabilities indicate a very low
probability for binding of a second dendrimer to ex-
posed areas of someof the 1:1 dendrimer�nanoparticle
complexes to form 2:1 dendrimer�nanoparticle com-
plexes, providing an explanation for the measured low
molecular weight of organic coats on the synthesized
nanoparticles.31 Overall, the atom-scale simulations
complement the experiments via identification of the
principal dendrimer binding modes and thus the ideal
dendrimer size required for the dendrimer-mediated
gold nanoparticle synthesis.

The net adsorption energy of each solvated den-
drimer�gold complex is expressed as the sum of the
favorable binding interaction and unfavorable wrap-
ping penalty. The favorable binding interactions for
each assembly mode are quantified from the sum of
the electronic thioether�gold bonding energies cal-
culated above, which are assumed to be additive,48

plus the dendrimer�nanoparticle van der Waals inter-
actions. The unfavorable wrapping penalty inherent in
dendrimer complexation is estimated as the sum of
dendrimer conformational penalties and both dendri-
mer and gold desolvation penalties, in each case
relative to reference solvated but noncomplexed den-
drimer and nanoparticle models.

The data in Table 1 show that the net complexation
energy fluctuates around zero for all binding modes,
indicating a rather flat potential energy surface for
dendrimer�particle complexation withmany different

Figure 4. Representative dendrimer�gold complex model.
In this case the dendrimer is bound using two core
thioether�gold bonds with the gold nanoparticle atoms
shown as van derWaals's spheres. The complex is immersed
in a large box of dichloromethane molecules (11 nm wide),
to model the solvated dendrimer�gold complex.
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competing bindingmodes. Each binding configuration
will have a population distribution scaled according to
its range of net complexation energies. Examination of
the mean net complexation energies for single- and
double-dendrimer complexes, E1 and E2, respectively,
averaged over all structures and plotted in Figure 5, is
instructive. The plot indicates a sharp destabilization
for double- vs single-dendrimer complexation to the
nanoparticle, with an estimated mean barrier to
double-dendrimer binding, E2 � E1 ≈ 1.5 ( 0.5 eV,

obtained by averaging over all the single- and double-
dendrimer data points in Figure 5. Examination of the
energy components in Table 1 shows that this barrier
arises principally from increased wrapping penalties in
the double-dendrimer complexes, which are roughly
double the value for single-dendrimer complexes.
Conversely, the dendrimer�gold van der Waals bind-
ing energies show little dependence on the number of
bound dendrimers, comparing single- and double-
dendrimer complexes with similar overall numbers of

TABLE 1. ComputedDendrimer�Nanoparticle Net Complexation Energies (eV) for a Range of Single-Dendrimer (1:1) and

Double-Dendrimer (2:1) Cluster Complexes in Dichloromethanea

a For each binding mode, the computed energies for the dendrimer with benzene central unit is given in the top
row, with the corresponding pyridine-core dendrimer values given underneath. Structure-averaged uncertainty
(standard deviation) for each energy is given in parentheses. Electronic binding energies were calculated as
described in Figure 3 and supporting text, with further details in Supporting Information section S1.3. The other
termswere computed from the final 5 ns (2000 structures) of 10 ns room-temperaturemolecular dynamics for each
complex. A minus sign indicates net stabilization of the complex relative to reference noncomplexed states.
Rounding all energy values to one decimal place gives in some cases apparent discrepancies of 0.1 eV between
totals and their components. Sketched in the insets are binding configurations A�D on the gold cluster surface,
with core binding sites colored white and branch binding sites colored blue. The bindingmodes refer to the extent
of thioether�gold bonding and are described using the dendrimer unit nomenclature given in Figure 2a.
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S�Au bonds. Similarly, the spread in the data points in
terms of particle shape, central unit, and binding
configurations (where configurations A, B, C, and D
denote the alternative surface grafting schemes
sketched in the inset figures in Table 1) is generally
<1 eV for each binding extent.

The major driver toward single-dendrimer com-
plexes then is the enlarged desolvation contribution
that mitigates against binding of the second dendri-
mer. As shown in Table 1, the net desolvation cost is

partially offset by dendrimer “penalties” that become
negative for the double-dendrimer�particle com-
plexes and, hence, provide an additional stabilizing

Figure 5. (a) Computed time-averaged net complexation
energies for single- and double-dendrimer�nanoparticle
complexes with increasing numbers of gold�thioether
bonds. Data in red are for the cuboctohedral particle, and
data in blue are for the icosahedral particle. Solid and
hollow data points are used for the dendrimers with ben-
zene and pyridine central units, respectively. The gray
boxes show the clustering of data points for single- and
double-dendrimer complexes, with the arrow showing the
1.5 ( 0.5 eV barrier for binding of a second dendrimer.
(b) One representative computed single-dendrimer�gold
complex. In this picture the dendrimer carbon backbone is
shownas gray sticks and thioether sulfurs are black spheres.
Hydrogen atoms and the dichloromethane solvent mol-
ecules are omitted for clarity. Phenyls are colored according
to the visible spectrum, starting from the central unit (red)
and radiating outward through to the terminal groups
(violet).

Figure 6. Computed ligand�nanoparticle complexation
geometries. (a and b) Representative structures formed
using the dendrimer with the benzene central unit, with
timelines (c) showing the angle formed between the nano-
particle surface and the dendrimer central unit (as sketched
in Figure 1). Data in blue are for the icosahedral particle, and
data in red are for the cuboctohedral particle, with timelines
showing values sampled over the final 5 ns of 10 ns
molecular dynamics trajectories. (d and e) Structures
formedwith the pyridine central unit and (f) angle timelines.
Only the two core sulfurs are bound to the nanoparticle
surface in order to allow direct comparison of linear and
dendritic ligands; the complexation geometries do not
change significantly upon connection of more or all sulfurs.
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dendrimer energy due to favorable van der Waals
interactions between the twodendrimers. The net total
penalty however remains large and positive, shifting
the double-dendrimer complexes to net positive time-
averaged complexation energies, meaning that they will
constitute a minor state in the synthesis, in agreement
with the experimental microscopy and thermogravi-
metric data.31 The synthesis thus “self-terminates” in
the majority of cases at the 1:1 dendrimer�gold com-
plexes. Future experiments will fuse the complexes via
diacetylene bond formation to form 2:2 dimer com-
plexes, or “dumbbells”.29,30 The computed barrier to
binding two dendrimers on one gold cluster (2:1) and
hence the small number of states with interlinked 2n:n
superstructures predict a very low population of multi-
particle networks of trimeric and higher order structures.

In summary, the energetic data in Table 1 show that
the dendrimer desolvation energy dictates the number
of ligands comprising the moderately polar nanoenvir-
onment of thioether groups in which the gold nanopar-
ticle is stabilized in bulk dichloromethane. Hence it may
prove possible to tune the extent of ligand coverage by
using solvents of different dielectric constant and/or
different ligand anchor groups. It may prove possible to
direct the nanoparticle size by tuning alsowith respect to
the desolvation energy of the nanoparticle itself. The
information provided by chemical bonding/fusing in this
directed assembly is reminiscent of the chemical scission
step used between successive rounds of spontaneous
assembly/wrapping that provides control of collagen
synthesis incomplex,multiphasebiologicalenvironments.51

Routes to manipulate and ultimately control directed
assembly in dendrimer-mediated nanoparticle synth-
esis could allow for simultaneous production of a wide
variety of nanoparticle complexes of different type,
size, and shape stabilized by different types and num-
bers of ligands. In the nearer term the attainment of
such control could aid development of ultrasensitive
and specific sensing of target molecules for medical
diagnostics and therapeutics. Further details on calcu-
lated dendrimer�gold wrapping dynamics are given
in the Supporting Information. Section S2 describes
the more open dendrimer conformations but more
solvent-shielded gold complex structures formed in
methanol, a more polar solvent than the dichloro-
methane used in the experiments. Section S3 shows
that wrapping via binding through core and then per-
ipheral sulfurs is energetically favored over an alternative
“feet first” orientation. Section S4 shows that wrapping of
a larger 1.4 nm cluster, Au69, shows a similar balance
betweenwrapping and desolvation forces, with a slightly
better,∼1 eV stabilization of the complex due to reduced
desolvation penalties for the more splayed dendrimer
conformation on the larger particle.

Structural Features of Dendrimer-Coated Gold Nanoparticles.
In contrast to the dendrimers, the linear ligands
were already monofunctionalized and used to couple

nanoparticles to superstructures.29,30 The models of
functional dendrimers are now used to explain the
differences in interparticle spacing found for linear
ligands, as we assume the geometry of the central
unit, either a pyridine or benzene moiety, does not
depend on the ligand structure. For this simulation
only the central two thioethers were bound to the
nanoparticle. Even if more thioethers are bound to the
surface, the computed angle does not change. This
nicely enables the comparison of linear and dendritic
ligands. Ligand�particle complexation geometries
were computed and are shown in Figure 6 with
representative structures and timelines showing the
angle formed between the plane of the central
unit benzene (or pyridine) and the gold surface. The
ligand�particle binding angle (sketched in Figure 1) is
the angle formed between the plane of the ligand
central ring and the gold surface. The computed angles
are used to calculate the interparticle distances by
simply multiplying the length of the calculated OPE-
type linker, 2.8 nm, and the cosine of the measured
time-averaged tilt of the core-to-particle angle away
from an ideal, perpendicularly oriented central unit
(which would be 180�, as sketched in Figure 1). Inter-
particle distances of 1.8 ( 0.5 and 2.0 ( 0.4 nm were
obtained for icosahedral particles with benzene and
pyridine central units, respectively. For the cuboctohe-
dral particle the distances are 1.2( 0.7 and 1.0( 0.8 nm.
The complete range of experimentally measured inter-
particle distances for linear acetylene-functionalized oc-
todentate thioether ligands is 0.7�3.1 nm,30 peaking at
1.5( 0.5 nm for the benzene central unit (ligand B2 in ref
30) and2.5( 0.3 nm for thepyridinemoiety (P2 in ref 30).
The computed angles are thus consistent with the
observed interparticle distances30 and span the full range
of observed distances (for a freely rotating core group;
the quantummechanical origin of thepyridine constraint
that gives theobservedpeak shift to 2.5 nm30 is discussed
below), indicating that amixtureof nanoparticle shapes is
fabricated. Cuboctohedral gold particles are ∼1 eV less
stable than icosahedral particles,41 and so taken together,
the calculations and experiments suggest that the gold
clusters produced in dendrimer-mediated synthesis may
show deviations from perfect crystallinity. Furthermore,
gold atom migration to “fill” the dendrimer wrapper via
gold adlayer formation may be enabled by the weak
individual thioether�gold chemical bonds (Figure 3)
and, from the energetic data in Table 1, may be expected
to give mutually compensating van der Waals and
desolvation interactions. This would provide a significant
population of nanoparticles that are slightly larger than
the 1.2 ( 0.1 nm Au55 clusters, in agreement with the
broader shoulders at higher diameters in the measured
nanoparticle size distributions.29�31

The computed ligand�particle angles show a neg-
ligible dependence on central unit type, benzene or
pyridine (Figure 6), indicating that the experimentally
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observed core-dependent interparticle separations30 do
not originate primarily from differences in noncovalent
interactions with the particle surface, as modeled in the
molecular dynamics simulations. Rather, as shown in
Figure 7, the origin of the different interparticle separa-
tions is largely electronic. Figure 7 shows the three
charge transfer channels for pyridine thioether surface
adsorption, with charge donation of 2 � 0.11 electron
charges from the sulfur sites (S2pfAu7d) and a small
back-donation from the surface of 0.04 electron charges
to the nitrogen site (Au7dfN2p). Thesedegrees and sites
of charge transfer were estimated from natural popu-
lation analysis52 of the computed electronic struc-
tures in Figure 7, which are the two dithioether
structures from Figure 3 and also an additional control
simulation that replaced the central pyridine moiety
of pyridine dithioether with benzene and reoptimized
the complex. Conversely, only two charge transfer
channels exist for benzene thioether adsorption,
which features charge donation of 2 � 0.16 e� from
the two sulfur sites but no bonding through the
benzene central unit.

This striking difference in reactivity and hence
binding geometry for ligands with benzene and pyr-
idine central units is further explained by analysis of the
local softness,53 which measures the nucleophilicity
and electrophilicity of atoms in the adsorbate molec-
ules. The computed local softness indices s(r) indi-
cate as expected highly reactive thioether sites with
sulfur electron-donor powers s�(r) of 0.09 and 0.10 au
each in benzene and pyridine dithioether, respectively.
All other sites exhibit negligible s�(r) values, e0.01 au.
On the other hand computed local electrophilicity
indices show very delocalized electron-acceptor sites
in benzene dithioether with sulfurs exhibiting sþ(r) =
0.02 au and all other atoms e0.01 au, while pyridine
dithioether on the other hand shows sþ(r) = 0.04 au on
nitrogen, 0.02 au on the ortho and para ring carbons,
and 0.02 au on sulfurs, with all other atoms e0.01 au.
Hence the flexible central unit for benzene-based
ligands compared with the stiff, more immobilized
central unit for pyridine-based ligands manifests itself
in the larger interparticle distances measured for linear
ligands with pyridine central units.30 As this difference

Figure 7. (a) The three charge transfer channels for pyridine thioether surface adsorption. (b and c) The two charge transfer
channels for benzene thioether adsorption, which features no binding through the benzene central unit. Panel (b) shows the
structure formed by replacing the pyridine moiety in the gold-bound pyridine thioether structure with benzene and
reoptimizing the complex, while panel (c) shows an alternative benzene dithioether binding mode. Electron density maps
(isodensity 0.001 e/au3) were calculated from the electronic structures described in the text.
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was explained just by using the two core sulfurs of the
ligand, we are optimistic that we can transfer the
experimental finding to future interlinking reactions
of functional nanoparticles stabilized by dendrimers.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study provides the atom-scale mechan-
ism underlying ligand-mediated gold nanoparticle
synthesis. The computational analysis based on den-
drimer�nanoparticle binding vs wrapping penalties
explains some key results from the experimental
synthesis and characterization. Namely, the observed
particle size distribution ranges,29�31 the 1:1 dendrimer
to particle ratio found for the second-generation
dendrimer,31 the lack of dependence of nanoparticle size
on dendrimer generation,31 and the control of interparti-
cle distance distributions found for nanoparticles stabi-
lized and interlinked by linear thioether ligands.30We also
use the calculated structures to predict the formation of
discrete gold nanoparticle dumbbells upon future diace-
tylene coupling of monofunctional nanoparticles. More
generally, the calculated properties may be useful for
rational design of novel dendrimer structures with che-
mical structures and stereochemistry optimized for the

production of nanoparticle size and shape distributions
as required for specific nanoelectronic device compo-
nents. In the longer term, we hope that the data will
contribute toward the atom-scale engineering of organ-
ic molecule-based “wrappers” for the development of
building blocks with highly controllable electronic
properties.
Further simulation and experimental studies will

provide more details on the role of nanoparticle sur-
face effects in ligand-directed nanoparticle synthesis,
including gold atom defects, gold diffusion, and
formation of gold adlayers. Rational control of the
organic�inorganic interaction is key, and so deeper
understanding of the atom-scale features of the inter-
faces in hybrid superstructures will aid efforts to design
libraries of organic wrappers. Further scientific and
technological advances in the application of low-di-
mensional nanostructures as device components de-
pend on the ability to organize them in complex one-
or multidimensional functional architectures, and so
atomic-scale descriptions will continue to guide synth-
eses and speed up development of new materials for
next-generation applications in electronics, health, and
energy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section contains further technical details on the simula-

tion protocols used; the main features of the models were
summarized at the beginning of the Results section.

Electronic Structure Calculations. The cuboctahedral Au55 nano-
particle was generated from the bulk Au crystal structure, and its
electronic structure calculated using the Gaussian03 code54

with the B3LYP55 hybrid Hartree�Fock�density functional
theory (DFT) wave function and the relativistic LANL2DZ basis
set. The geometry of the icosahedral particle, generated using
the same protocol as described above, was kindly provided by
Francoise Remacle from an earlier study.41 To quantify the
strength of ligand anchoring on the gold nanoparticle surface,
smaller representative models were used to describe the local
thioether�gold interaction, as shown in Figure 3. The tetrahe-
dral Au20 cluster has four 10-atom fcc (111) faces, and the
icosahedral Au13 cluster has a rougher local arrangement of
gold atoms, containing 20 three-atom triangles with a dihedral
angle of 138.19� between planes, while benzyl thioether to-
gether with extended benzene-core and pyridine-core dibenzyl
thioether moieties represents the local dendrimer molecular
structure around the thioether sulfur binding sites. The adsor-
bate molecules and molecule-surface complexes were de-
scribed with the B3LYP wave function and a large valence
double-ζ polarized basis set named 6-31G(d,p) for all atoms
other than gold, which required the relativistic LANL2DZ basis
set. The three models shown in Figure 3 gave stable binding
configurations via nuclear relaxation to root-mean-square (rms)
atomic forces and displacements below 0.0003 and 0.0012 au,
respectively. The electronic binding energy was calculated in
the usual way, by subtracting the electronic energies of the
optimized isolated molecule and cluster from that of the
molecule�cluster complex. Further details on the Au�S bond
strength estimate are given in Supporting Information section
S1.3. Local softness indices s(r)53 were calculated from the
product of the molecular softness S (the inverse of half the
HOMO�LUMO gap; S values of 0.37 and 0.39 au respectively

were computed for benzene and pyridine thioether) and atom-
sited Fukui functions obtained by subtracting natural popula-
tion analysis (NPA)52 charges in neutral and cationic/anionic
benzene and pyridine dithioether molecules to identify strong
electron donor/acceptor sites. The electron density surfaces
shown in Figure 7 were produced using MOLEKEL Unix
version 4.3.56

Molecular Dynamics Simulations. The electronic structure of the
dichloromethane (DCM) solvent and thioether-based dendri-
mers was described using existing force field data.57,58,48 A total
of 12 912 DCM molecules formed a stable cubic box of edge
length 11.16 ( 0.01 nm, following 10 ns of constant pressure
temperature dynamics with periodic boundary conditions. The
corresponding volume permolecule of 0.11 nm3 gives a density
of 1.30 g 3 cm

�3, in good agreement with the experimental value
of 1.33 g 3 cm

�3, and gives computed DCM radial distribution
functions (not shown) in excellent agreement with literature
diffraction data.59 Solvated dendrimer�nanoparticle com-
plexes were generated by immersing each complex in a DCM
box and deleting overlapping DCMmolecules. Each model was
relaxed using 2000 steps of steepest descent minimization with
respect to the CHARMM22 force field58 and then brought to
room temperature by gradually raising the temperature from 0
to 295 K over 2 ns of dynamics while simultaneously loosening
positional constraints on the dendrimer heavy atoms. Gold
nanoparticle atoms were constrained to their starting positions
throughout the simulations, corresponding to the quantum
mechanical optimized nanoparticle geometry described above,
with classical gold�sulfur bond potentials for the nanoparti-
cle�thioether linkages fitted to the average bond length
obtained in the gold�thioether electronic structure calcula-
tions, 0.251( 0.005 nm. Each of the 36 models listed in Table 1
was then subjected to 10 ns dynamics runs to allow formation of
well-equilibrated solvated, room-temperature dendrimer�gold
complexes. This corresponds to over 0.4 μs of dynamics in all,
432 ns, composed of 72 ns for equilibration plus 360 ns of
equilibrated dynamics. Additional control simulations featuring
solvated but noncomplexed dendrimer and nanoparticle
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models provided reference values for the computation of the
wrapping penalties in Table 1. Further details on the model
geometry and force field parameters are given in Supporting
Information section S1.

Molecular Langevin dynamics were performed using the
NAMD program60 with Ewald summation used to calculate the
electrostatic interactions and a 2 fs time step used for dynamics
by constraining covalent bonds to hydrogen via the ShakeH
algorithm.61 Image generation and Tcl script-based trajectory
analysis was performed using the VMD program.62
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